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and research organizations concerned with data processing
technology and network technology, which had been dispersed
across the Graduate Schools of Engineering, Engineering
Science, and Science. Strategically geared toward the future,
the Graduate School of IST has set for itself the goals of
realizing innovations in information science technology, which is
assuming increasing importance as a key component of social

・Roles as a hub in Asia

Graduate School of

Information Science
Multimedia
and Technology
Engineering
Multimedia
content

Osaka University

The Graduate School of Information Science and Technology
(IST) was established through an aggregation of education

International
academic
exchange

Information
Networking
The Internet

Promoting boundary
region research

・Life science collaborations
with other graduate schools

Computer
Science
Software

Information
Systems
Engineering
Systems/
hardware

Advanced
research

・Internet technology
・Advanced treatment of content
・Advanced research
on bioinformatics, etc.

infrastructure, and of developing individuals who will dedicate
themselves to the advancement of society.
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Pure and Applied Mathematics
Information and Physical Sciences
Computer Science
Information Systems Engineering
Information Networking
Multimedia Engineering

Pure and Applied Mathematics
Mathematics is one of the important basis of the information science. Our department

Bioinformatic Engineering

covers the following areas and our members study them intensively.

Commutative algebras, Gröbner basis, monomial ideals, combinatorics, Schwarzian
derivatives, Cantor sets, fractals, representation theory, algebraic groups, quantum

groups, vertex operator algebras, Hecke algebras, hypergeometric functions, Selberg
integral, q-analysis, integral of complex domain, conformal ﬁeld theory, quantum

integrable system, computer assisted science, mathematical modeling, nonlinear
dynamical system, collective behavior of nerve cells, functional analysis, non-linear
partial diﬀerential equation, quantum ﬂuid model, numerical analysis, ﬁnite element
method, linear programming.
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Accelerating biophysical simulation
using computing clusters
(Ino Laboratory)

Visualization of library
combinations using
Parallel Sets
(Inoue Laboratory)

A person authentication
system using gait analysis
(Yagi Laboratory)

Visualization and analysis tools for
code clones (Kusumoto Laboratory)

Information and Physical Sciences

Distributed algorithms for autonomous
sensor networks (Masuzawa Laboratory)

Computer Science

In order to further expand the ﬁeld of information science, it is necessary to use

Computer science covers a broad academic area encompassing everything from

basis for developing a new academic discipline that integrates ideas inspired by natural

Through cross-sectional research that covers this broad area and vertical research that

fundamental theories in mathematical science on information and its processing as a
phenomena. The Department of Information and Physical Sciences aims to generate

fruitful interactions among various areas of mathematical science, including modeling,

control, and optimization of systems, and decision-making, applied physics such as

optical information processing, and artiﬁcial intelligence such as learning and
recognition. Our goal is to establish information and physical sciences as fundamental

technology for creating new principles/methodologies or structures/systems for future
computing that is capable of elucidating and optimizing the mechanisms and principles
of complex natural and social phenomena.

computer hardware and software to methods for the eﬃcient use of computers.

includes everything from basic to applied studies, the Department of Computer
Science aims to develop scientiﬁc methods that explore the potential of computers and

the essence of computing and mathematical methods that provide the basis for such

technology, with a view to developing/establishing new concepts, technologies, and
applications for computer systems. Our research interests include techniques for
software development, maintenance, and management, distributed algorithms, parallel
processing, computer vision, and machine learning.

Graduate School of Information Science and Technology
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Network control based on
human’s cognition and decision

Advance design,
optimization and
evaluation techniques
for information systems.

Information Systems Engineering
Today, as almost all human activities are becoming increasingly dependent on

information systems, ensuring the reliability and safety of information systems is one

An essential property of actively utilizing noise, which can be observed in living

organisms and human brain, was established as a universal principle called as “Yuragi

of the primary social requirements. Very large-scale integrated circuits (VLSIs), which

Principle.” We applied it to designing and controlling the information network that is

miniaturized, larger in scale, and faster, and this, in turn, makes eﬃcient design and

users/applications and internal failures. We theoretically show that the Yuragi control

generates diﬃculties in assuring reliability. To discover solutions to these issues, the

conventional approaches, and we have succeeded in implementation experiments in

are the core of hardware that constitutes information systems, are becoming more

quality assurance vital. Bloating of software, which makes up information systems, also
Department of Information Systems Engineering aims to advance design techniques,

design optimization and diagnosis methods, and reliability/safety enhancement
techniques for large-scale systems, including human interfaces.
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Information Networking

always exposed by environmental changes, including traﬃc ﬂuctuation from external

can drastically improve the robustness and energy-eﬃciency when compared with
cooperation with industries. More recently, we are extending Yuragi control (Extended

Yuragi control) in order to incorporate the learning mechanism inspired by the brain

cognition mechanism, by which we can expect more ﬂexibility against the diverse
environmental changes.

You are
here!

Multimedia Engineering

Bioinformatic Engineering

We innovate in every aspect of large-scale multimedia engineering. We aim to

All systems, be they artiﬁcial or biological, provide the dynamics for a large network by

our life, such as image, video, text, speech, enterprise data, and sensor outputs. Our

outside. By understanding the ﬂexible, robust information processing of organisms as

eﬃciently, eﬀectively, and securely manage the immense volume of data surrounding
research interests include multimedia databases, ubiquitous computing, content access

architectures based on security technologies, computer vision, distributed computing
framework, graph mining algorithms, natural language processing, next-generation
advanced network, and intelligent transport systems.

internally processing information and repeating a cycle of input-output from and to the

behaviors of systems comprising a network, we can expect to create innovative
information science technology for designing/building a fault-tolerant, scalable

information system and utilize biofunctions that contribute to human society and the

global environment. The Department of Bioinformatic Engineering conducts education
and research on such emerging information sciences and engineering through use of
the twin tools of analysis (observational study) and synthesis (design) for organisms.

Graduate School of Information Science and Technology
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Information and Neural Networks
Research Project
Knowledge
gained from HHS
(Heart-to-Heart
Science) studies

Humanware Innovation Program

Knowledge gained
through BFI
(Brain-Function installed
Information) network

Studying
the dynamics of
brain activities
Knowledge
gained from BMI
(Brain-Machine
Interface)
studies

Leading Program in Doctoral Education

Analyzing static/dynamic
brain networks and their
functions

Creating a brain-function
installed information and
communications system
Creating design/control
techniques for an eﬃcient,
function-producing information
and communications system
that dynamically responds to
user requirements

Network science providing a common foundation

・Using network characterization to elucidate features of networks that
meet robustness/eﬃciency criteria
・Applying/developing complex network theory to that end
Complex network analysis (characteristic value analysis, etc.)
Hierarchical module analysis
Stochastic dynamic system analysis
Dynamical neural circuit mathematical models (spiking model, rate
model, AI model, Automata model, etc.)
・Special focus will be placed on the characteristics of dynamically
changing networks and the roles of Yuragi

In 2011, the Center for Information and Neural Networks (CiNet) was

established through a joint initiative among Osaka University, the

National Institute of Information and Communications Technology
(NICT), and the Advanced Telecommunications Research Institute

International (ATR). As a new integrated research base, CiNet is leading
the way in projects ranging from studies for application of information

and neural network strategies used by living systems, including
high-level brain functions, to information and communications systems.
Our goal is to realize a “brain-function installed information network”
and a “brain-machine interface for information and communications

networks” through research and development in areas where
neuroscience meets engineering (ICT, etc.) and psychology meets
cognitive science.
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Information technology has developed remarkably and people and
machines are now closely interconnected through information networks

which together form a complex and dynamic supra-network. These
developments have resulted in the emergence of a range of unforeseen
problems as well as a growing burden placed by information systems on

both humans and the environment. Under close collaboration between
the Graduate School of Information Science and Technology, the

Graduate School of Frontier Biosciences, and the Graduate School of
Engineering Science of Osaka University, this degree program provides

intensive interdisciplinary studies to foster leaders who can construct
ﬂexible, robust, and sustainable systems that support an ever-changing
social environment by introducing an entirely new concept: humanware.

http://www.humanware.osaka-u.ac.jp/en/

Research Alliance Laboratries

A research alliance laboratory was established in April, 2016 in our Graduate

School. In the NEC Brain Inspired Computing Research Alliance Laboratories,

we pursue the next-generation brain-inspired computing system by an
interdisciplinary research through integration of computer science, life
science, brain science, and computer engineering.

http://nbic.ist.osaka-u.ac.jp/

Graduate
GraduateSchool
SchoolofofInformation
Informationand
Science
Schience
and Technology
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Osaka University started new AI courses
under the NEDO project
Osaka University and University of Tokyo started new artiﬁcial intelligence courses
from October 2017 as a NEDO project. The students study the theory and practice
of artiﬁcial intelligence through real applications. On Osaka University side, we deliver
artiﬁcial intelligence lectures and exercises by using real datasets. In the lectures, the

03

students study the foundations of pattern recognition, machine vision, machine
learning, and data mining. In the exercises, for the purpose of learning the machine
learning techniques in practice, the students develop 1) the encoder that implements
the processing mechanism of visual information made by human brain and 2) image
classiﬁcation applications by applying deep learning. The total number of the students

Information systems consisting of computers are driven by
integrated circuits, and failures in those integrated circuits may

reached 56 as a whole in the second semester in 2017 and the ﬁrst semester in

cause terrible damage to our lives (e.g., automotive and railway).

2018. We issue certiﬁcates to the students who have completed the courses. We are

However, bit errors caused by cosmic ray, which are called soft

now conducting another experiment for

error, cannot be completely prevented. We are developing

collecting real datasets and plan to use

methods to estimate the rate of soft error occurring in

them for the lectures and exercises in

integrated circuits and mitigate the impact on information

the next step.
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Soft error mitigation
for safe and secure society

systems toward safe and secure society.

Researches on four dimensional topology
My research interests are mainly in four dimensional topology, especially 4-dimensional
manifolds. A manifold is a space which is a locally Euclidean space. The dimension four has
many properties very diﬀerent from any other dimension, for example, it is a unique
dimension that admits an exotic smooth structure of the Euclidean space. On the other

IST TOPICS TO GIVE YOU
A CLEARER PICTURE OF
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF INFORMATION
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (IST)
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hand, it is a simple object in the sense that we can see manifolds, by decomposing them and
extracting 3-dimensional informations from
their cross sections. I study four dimensional
topology utilizing such a pictorial method and
various restrictions obtained by Gauge theory

ï
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ï

and symplectic geometry. I am also interested
in

new

types

of

researches

on

four

Sï

dimensional topology coming from techniques
and

motivations

of

three

dimensional

topology, and they are rapidly progressing.
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Example of exotic 4-manifolds
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Autonomous distributed
systems adapting to a dynamic
network environment
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We investigate adaptive distributed algorithms in a large-scale dynamic
network that can achieve several tasks by autonomously adapting to
dynamics (joins, leaves, moves and/or faults of computers) the network
inherently has. In addition to classical computer networks, we deal with
mobile-agent systems where computer-programs called mobile-agents
autonomously move around a network and mobile sensor networks
consisting of a huge number of mobile sensors.

Development of the surgical training system
in collaboration with medical institutions
Laparoscopic surgery is a minimally invasive surgery that does not require
incision because it only opens a small hole in the abdomen. It is an operation
that puts tools such as an endoscope camera, electric scalpel, forceps, etc.
from a small hole while watching TV monitor. However, physicians have
diﬃculty in surgery and take time to learn, so it is diﬃcult to master skills.
So, we used a method to share non-verbal information such as sensation exercise between experts and practitioners. The system is called "Oitore",
and the practitioner pursues appropriate and smooth movements of
experts in accordance with gradual learning steps, so that non-verbal skills
are communicated and eﬀective Training can be done.
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International internships
Since ﬁscal 2005, the Graduate School of Information Science and
Technology has been oﬀering international internships under the

auspices of the MEXT University Education Internationalization

Promotion Program (Support for Strategic International Collaboration),
with additional support from the Student Exchange Program (for

short-term abroad) of the Japan Student Services Organization

(JASSO) since ﬁscal 2009, with the aim of “developing internationally

oriented individuals who will lead at the cutting-edge of information
science.” In ﬁscal 2017, a total six students (four in the Masterʼs Course
for about two months, and two in the Doctoral Course for about three

months) were seconded to universities and research institutes outside

of Japan to gain valuable experience working with renowned leaders in

information and communications technology (ICT).

Graduate School of Information Science and Technology
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Seminar in interactive
production engineering

This practical course invites students to produce
works

using

knowledge

about

cutting-edge

information science that they have acquired at the

Graduate School of IST to and learn about the process

of popularizing their creations in the market. From

logger with adaptive sensor control functions based on context-aware
technologies. In addition, we demonstrated the eﬀectiveness of the

is based on name-based forwarding, is a
candidate of future Internet architecture. We
are theoretically and practically addressing
various research issues such as high-speed
ICN

networking and disaster communications
leveraging name-based communication. The
international research projects, which are
based on international testbeds, are ongoing;
2020

EU-Japan

projects

(2013-2019) and a Joint Japan-US Network
Opportunity 2 project (2018-2021),
10

animals such as seabirds and bears, and develop computational

Students are expected to enter and exhibit their works

Information Centric Networking (ICN), which

GreenICN/ICN

data logger for locomotion data acquisition attached to varieties of

produce devices and content in a practical setting.

studentsʼ plans and presentations.

eﬃcient

animalsʼ navigation systems. Speciﬁcally, we develop a small sensor

achieve long-term and power-saving data logging, we are developing a

practical advice is given during in-class screenings of

energy

“Systems Science on Bio-Navigation” to elucidate the mystery of the

and display, groups of students work as teams to

Japan Media Arts Festival, and other competitions, and

forwarders,

Engineering Laboratory is engaged in the research project on

methods for knowledge discovery related to the observed behavior. To

Information Centric Networking

ICN

How do animals arrive at a faraway destination? Multimedia Data

planning, design and production through application

in the International Collegiate Virtual Reality Contest,

07
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Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research
on Innovative Areas:
Systems Science of Bio-Navigation

logger with black-tailed seagulls living in Aomori, streaked shearwaters
living in Niigata, and cormorants living in Argentina.
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Automating Parallel-Program Generation
for Large-Scale Biophysical Simulation
We accelerate biophysical simulation running on high-performance computing (HPC)
systems to understand the principles of biophysical functions. Achieving acceleration on
HPC systems requires expertise in parallel programming to utilize a large number of
processors. To facilitate programming tasks for biophysical simulation, we have
developed an automated method that generates a parallel program from a mathematical
model, i.e. a set of simultaneous equations. The method allows scientists, who usually are
not used to write programs, to easily realize large-scale simulation on a variety of HPC
environments such as the K computer and graphics processing unit (GPU).
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enPiT2
The

Education

Network

for

Practical

Information

Technologies (commonly known as enPiT) for the graduate
education supported by the Ministry of Education, Culture,
Sports, Science and Technology, Japan (MEXT) was
established by 15 universities centered around Osaka
University from 2012 to 2016. Since 2016, we are
continuously implementing as a program of each
university. In addition, MEXT started the new project called
enPiT2 that aims to extend the knowledge and experience
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of enPiT to the undergraduate education by 39 universities
centered around Osaka University from 2016. The

Optimization Modeling
for Energy Management System

organization aspires to cultivate human resources with true
practical capabilities nationwide, by conducting our

Mathematical optimization model is a powerful tool for stable power
utilization and eﬃcient equipment operation. Electric vehicle (EV),
photovoltaic (PV) and storage battery (SB) have been widely spread
to homes and business. We have considered the optimization
problems for defrosting timing planning of refrigerator group at
supermarket and assignment schedule of EV charging stations at
apartment house, to realize the facility downsizing by distributing
power used. Also, we have developed the total energy management
system of oﬃce building utilizing EV, PV and SB, and integrated
operation system of EV charging and EV delivery plan. Here, the
mathematical programming methods such as linear programming,
integer

Time Space Network Model

programming,

combinatorial

optimization,

programming has made a great contribution.

network

advanced education program including boot camp PBLs, as
well as establishing close collaboration with the industry.
We are participating in enPiT2 as a management hub and a
head university of the Bigdata/AI group. We provide a
practical educational program for big data analysis and AI
techniques,named AiBiC-Kansai (commonly called AiBiC
Spiral). In 2017, we were able to produce graduates that
signiﬁcantly exceeded the target of 825 in total. In this
project, we produced 11 graduates in Bigdata/AI group.

IST TOPICS
Graduate School of Information Science and Technology
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Number of Staﬀ（As of May 1, 2020）
Classiﬁcation

Academic Staﬀ
Associate
Professor

Professor

Pure and Applied Mathematics

6 [1]

6 [1]

Information and Physical Sciences

5 [1]

5 [1]

Computer Science

5 [1]

3

Information Systems Engineering

6 (1) [2]

7 (1) [3]

Information Networking

8 (3) [1]

5 [1]

Multimedia Engineering

5 [1]

6 (1) [1]

Bioinformatic Engineering

5

4

Associate
Professor
(Lecturer)

Assistant
Professor

SubTotal

Researcher

2

2

14 [2]

2

2

18 (3) [3]

12 [2]

4

4

16 [2]

3 [1]

1 (1)

19 (3) [8]

2

2

21 (3) [8]

6 (3)

3 (3)

22 (9) [2]

6

6

28 (9) [2]

5 (2)

3 (3)

21 (6) [4]
1 (1)

15 (2)

Administration Oﬃce

1

7

8

29 (6) [4]

1

8

10 (1)

25 (3)

3

23 (7)

23 (7)

5 (5)

10 (10)

20 (7)

Others

2 (2)

1 (1)

1 (1)

Total

42 (6) [7]

37 (3) [7]

4 [4] 30 (10) [3]

1 (1)

5 (5)

5 (5)

9 (9) 122 (28) [21]

26 (13)

): Specially Appointed teacher/staﬀ, Partial

2

34

Statistical
Information

Master Course
Prescribed
Number

1 year

2 year

Doctor Course

Total

Prescribed
Number

Pure and Applied Mathematics

12

12 (2)

13 (0)

25 (2)

5

Information and Physical Sciences

14

17 (1)

15 (5)

32 (6)

5

1 year

2 year

Total

3 (1)

4 (1)

5 (4)

3 (1)

8 (6)

16 (11)

Computer Science

20

24 (3)

23 (4)

47 (7)

6

6 (3)

10 (3)

10 (3)

26 (9)

Information Systems Engineering

20

28 (3)

26 (4)

54 (7)

7

10 (4)

7 (5)

14 (6)

31 (15)

Information Networking

20

23 (0)

27 (5)

50 (5)

7

7 (2)

9 (1)

3 (0)

19 (3)

Multimedia Engineering

20

28 (4)

27 (4)

55 (8)

7

11 (3)

8 (4)

6 (0)

25 (7)

Bioinformatic Engineering

17

22 (0)

25 (2)

47 (2)

6

6 (0)

5 (2)

7 (0)

18 (2)

Total

123

154 (13)

156 (24)

310 (37)

43

45 (16)

43 (16)

51 (16)

139 (48)

Closing Accounts of IST in 2019
Classiﬁcation

Amount (JPY)

Percentage of Total

Management Expenses Grants

358,186,743

25%

Consigned Research Fund

393,289,450

27%

Joint Research Fund

142,349,957

10%

Scientiﬁc Research Fund

298,889,475

20%

Subsidy

127,536,885

9%

Scholarship Donation

13,352,937

1%

Indirect Costs

120,478,877

8%

Total

1,454,084,324

*The total amount of the scholarship donation shows the balance as of March 31, 2019
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3 year

1 (0)

*(

62 (13) 184 (41) [21]

[ ]: Cooperative laboratory teacher/staﬀ, Partial

Number of Students（As of May 1, 2020）
Classiﬁcation

Total

12 [2]

6 (2)

*(

SubTotal

Part-time
Employee

16 (3) [3]

4 [1]

2 [2]

Technical
Staff

1 (1)

5 (2) [1]
2 [2]

General Staﬀ
Administrative
Staff

): International students, Partial

East Gate
Graduate School of
Engineering

Osaka University
Hospital

Senri Gate

Pond

Institute of
Laser Engineering

West Gate
BUS

Co-Creative
Innovation
Graduate School Building
of Dentistry
IC Hall
Osaka University
Cafeteria
Dental Hospital

School of
IST Graduate
Information Science and Technology

Graduate School of Medicine

Graduate School of
Medicine
Life Sciences Library
Cafeteria and
Campus Store

BUS
BUS

Graduate School of
Frontier Bioscience
Administration
Graduate School of
Bureau
Human Sciences

Train
20min. on foot

Main Gate

Gymnasium
ConventionCenter
Experimental Institute
for Medicinal Plants

Graduate School of
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Handai-byoin-mae Station
(Osaka Monorail)

Archery Range

Ground

Expo ʼ70
Commemorative Park

from Kita-Senri Station, Hankyu Senri Line

Monorail
10min. on foot

from Handai-byoin-mae Station, Osaka Monorail Saito Line

Bus
Hankyu Bus: Bus for Handai-honbu-mae or

Ibaraki-Mihogaoka at Senri-Chuo.

Kintetsu Bus: Bus for Handai-honbu-mae at Ibaraki-Shi
Station, Hankyu Kyoto Line.

Exit at Handai-honbu-mae, 3min. on foot.

1-5 Yamadaoka, Suita, Osaka, 565-0871, JAPAN
Phone: +81-6-6879-4503
Fax: +81-6-6879-4570

Email: jyouhou-syomu@oﬃce.osaka-u.ac.jp

https://www.ist.osaka-u.ac.jp/english/
Graduate School of Information Science and Technology
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